Interactive 3D volume rendering in biomedical publications.
We present three examples of interactive, 3D volume rendering models embedded in a PDF publication. The examples are drawn from three different morphological methods - confocal microscopy, serial sectioning and microcomputed tomography - performed on members of the phylum Mollusca. A description of the entire technical procedure from specimen preparation to embedding of the visual model including 3D labels in the document is provided. For comparison, volume rendering with standard visualization software, and surface rendering incorporated in the 3D PDF figures, are provided. The principal advantages and disadvantages of the techniques and models are discussed. Volume rendering for serial sections is relatively work-intensive, while confocal data have limitations in terms of 3D presentation. Volume renderings are normally downsampled in resolution to achieve a reasonable PDF file size, however intentional information is largely retained. We conclude that volume rendering of 3D data sets is a valuable technique and should become standard in PDF versions of biomedical publications.